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Summary 

A mathematical framework was developed to provide a quantitative basis for 
either in vivo tissue or in vitro microdialysis. Established physiological and 
mass transport principles were employed to obtain explicit expressions 
relating dialysate concentration to tissue extracellular concentration for in vivo 
applications or external medium concentrations for in vitro probe 
characterization. Some of the important generalizations derived from the 
modeling framework are: (i) the microdialysis probe can perturb the spatial 
concentration profile of the substance of interest for a considerable distance 
from the probe, (ii) for low molecular weight species the tissue is generally 
more important than the probe membrane in determining the dialysate-to- 
tissue concentration relationship, (iii) metabolism, intracellular-extracellular 
and extracellular-microvascular exchange, together with diffusion, determine 
the role of the tissue in in vivo probe behavior, and, consequently, (iv) in vitro 
"calibration" procedures could be useful for characterizing the probe, if 
properly controlled, but have limited applicability to in vivo performance. The 
validity of the proposed quantitative approach is illustrated by the good 
agreement obtained between the predictions of a model developed for 
tritiated w a t e r  ([3]H20) in the brain and experimental data taken from the 
literature for measurements in the caudoputamen of rats. The importance of 
metabolism and efflux to the microvasculature is illustrated by the wide 
variation in predicted tissue concentration profiles among [3]H20 , sucrose  and 
dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC). 

According to a recent bibliography (1) and a review (2), the use of dialysis for sampling 
extracellular tissue concentrations was demonstrated by 1972 (3), following initial 
reports appearing as early as 1966 (4). However, to date, use of the technology has 
been primarily empirical in the absence of a quantitative theory. "Calibration" conditions 
In vitro have typically been ill-defined, and equivocal interpretations have been applied 
to in vivo measurements. 

This report describes a recently suggested general theoretical framework for 
microdialysis (5). The framework utilizes the mass transfer resistance concept 
underlying the approach adopted by Jacobson et al. (6). In contrast to these authors, 
who treated the overall probe-external medium mass transfer coefficient as an unknown 
fitting parameter, we show that this mass transfer coefficient can be predicted from 
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knowledge of the relevant physical, physiological and biochemical processes. The 
analysis of Benveniste and co-workers (2,7) focuses on differences (in vivo versus in 
vitro) in path length and volume fraction accessible for diffusion through the medium 
surrounding the probe. We propose that in vivo analysis must consider metabolism and 
exchange between tissue and blood, in general, as well as the diffusional aspects. We 
show ways in which these processes can be included. For simplicity, the theory is 
presented in the context of a probe operating at steady-state. Extension of the concepts 
to transient operating conditions will be treated in subsequent reports. 

In addition to the general framework, we develop a specific mathematical model for 
sampling tritiated water from the brain as a quasi-steady-state example and show the 
utility of the model in interpreting data from the literature. Predictions for hydrophilic 
solutes are summarized as well. 
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FIG. 1 

Schematic views of microdialysis probe showing cylindrical coordinates (r, z) used in theoretical 
analysis. Dialysate solution flows at a constant volumetric rate, Qd, through the annular space 
between the membrane and the inner cannula and through the cannula lumen. The assumed 
direction of flow is arbitrary. The radii of the outer cannula surface, inner membrane surface and 
outer membrane surface are denoted by ra, r13 and ro, respectively, and the length of dialysis 
membrane accessible for exchange between dialysate and external medium by L. 

Steady-State Framework 

The assumed probe configuration is shown schematically in Figure 1. The probe 
membrane is a cylindrical hollow fiber. The membrane hydraulic conductivity and 
transmembrane pressure differences, both hydrostatically and osmotically derived, are 
assumed to be sufficiently small that no appreciable transmembrane fluid flow is 
produced. Hydraulic conductivity values for some common dialysis hollow fiber 
membranes have been published (8). 

Many of the hollow fibers membranes used in microdialysis probes were developed for 
hemodialysis. The hemodialysis literature has long employed the mass transfer 
resistance concept as a convenient tool for characterizing hemodialyzer performance. 
The concept is equally useful for describing mass flow through a microdialysis probe 
and its surroundings. A mass transport resistance (R) expresses the proportionality 
between a concentration driving force and the'resultant mass flow. If AC is the radial 
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concentration difference across a given annular structure, e.g., the probe membrane, 
and q is the resulting mass flow rate across the structure in the radial direction, then the 
corresponding R for a differential length, dz, can be defined by 

aC 
R = (1) q "  

Eq.(1) is analogous to Ohm's Law (R=AV/I) in which electrical resistance is the propor- 
tionality coefficient between an electrical potential difference (AV) and the resultant 
electrical current (I). The quantities q and AC vary with axial position, z. In general, R 
also varies with z. To simplify this presentation, R is taken to be the axial average value. 
A further implicit assumption is that the structures are symmetric about the probe axis or 
that the value of R is the average over all azimuthal angles. 
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FIG. 2 

Dialysate volume (gray, bounded by dashed lines) of differential axial thickness, dz, used in 
the derivation of mass balance Eq.(3). Dialysate enters and leaves the volume at a velocity, 
v, which varies in the radial (r) direction. A mass flow, q, enters the volume by diffusion from 
the adjacent membrane causing the flow-averaged dialysate concentration to increase by 
the differential amount, dCd. 

The resistances for the dialysate (d), membrane (m) and external medium (ext) are 
additive, since they are in series and the mass flow, q, is the same across the dialysate- 
membrane and membrane-external medium interfaces as shown in Figure 2. 
Combining the defining equations for the three resistances gives 

C e - C--d[Z ] = (R d +Rm +Rsxt)q , (2) 

in which C~' is the uniform freely diffusible species concentration far enough from the 
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probe to be undisturbed by the probe presence. The overbar denotes that the dialysate 
concentration at location z, Cd[z], has been averaged over the annulus cross-section in 
a manner that takes into account the radial variation in dialysate velocity indicated in 
Figure 2. The definition for this "flow-averaging" is given in the Nomenclature section. A 
steady-state mass balance over a dialysate volume of differential thickness, dz, defined 
in Figure 2 gives 

q = Qd L . (3) 

Combining Eqs.(2) and (3) and integrating over the accessible length of the membrane 
from the inlet, z=0, to the outlet, z=L, leads to the desired relationship between Ce and 
the dialysate inlet and outlet concentrations, cidn=Cd[0] and c°~t=Cd[L ]. By analogy to 
the description of plasma-tissue exchange in the microvasculature (ref. 9 and Eq.(A6) of 
the Appendix) the relationship assumes the form of a "dialysate extraction fraction" 

c ut-c n I 
E d - C e - C d  n = 1-exp Qd (Rd + Rm + Rext ' (4) 

The analogy between Eq.(4) and Appendix Eq.(A6) is made clearer by defining an 
overall probe-external medium permeability (P) and surface area (S) product as 

P S =  
R d + R m + Rex t " (5) 

The permeability, P, is equivalent to the mass transfer coefficient of Jacobson et al. (6). 

In the remaining analysis explicit expressions are written for the probe resistances (Rd 
and Rrn) and the external resistance when the probe is situated either in tissue (Rext=Re), 
a quiescent medium (Rext=Rq), or a well-stirred solution (Rext=Rs). Each resistance will 
be expressed in the general form 

Ar 
R - u b~)-eff ~ - '  (6) 

in which the length, Ar, the effective diffusion coefficient, Deft, the surface area, S, and 
the medium volume fraction accessible to the diffusing species, ~, are different for each 
resistive medium. To obtain these expressions modeling assumptions concerning the 
behavior of the chemical species of interest will be invoked. The set of assumptions to 
be used provides a useful starting point for the quantitative description of microdialysis 
behavior. The substitution of a different set of assumptions may lead to altered 
expressions for the resistances, which nevertheless are likely to fit within the above 
general mass transport resistance framework. 

Mass Transoort Resistances 

Dialvsate: Let the characteristic length in Eq.(6) be the annulus thickness, Ard=rl~-r(~, the 
characteristic area be that of the inner membrane surface, Sd=2~rl3L, and 0d=l. For 
laminar flow in the annular dialysate channel, (Deff)d=~Dd, in which Dd is the diffusion 
coefficient in the dialysate. The coefficient O is a function of the geometry of the channel 
and the ratio of the annulus residence time, TQ=~(r132-r(~2)L/Qd, to a time, TD=(rp-ra)2/Dd, 
characteristic of trans-annulus diffusion. The highest values for Rd correspond to 
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situations in which TD<TQ. We have used as an approximation the value #=35/13 for 
uniform mass flux into a thin annulus under conditions of TD<TQ to obtain (based on a 
similar analysis in ref. 10) 

13(rl}-ra ) 
Rd = 70~Lrl3D d. (7) 

Membrane: For low molecular weight water-soluble solutes the accessible volume 
fraction of the membrane, ~Pm, is of the order of the volume fraction occupied by water. 
Diffusion of the compound within the accessible volume fraction is characterized by an 
effective diffusion coefficient, Din, which can incorporate additional effects such as 
reversible binding, hindrance (11) and tortuosity. If only the latter two effects are 
significant, Drn=DdHrn/'A.rn 2, in which Hm is a fractional hindered diffusion factor and ~m is 
a tortuosity factor. The membrane resistance, 

Rm = tn(r°/rl3) 
2~:LDm(I)m ' (8) 

is obtained by integrating Appendix Eq.(A3). Eqs.(6) and (8) lead to the definitions 
Arm=ro-rl3, (Deff)m=Dm, and Sm=(So-Si3)/ln(So/Si} ). The latter is the logarithmic mean of 
the membrane outer and inner surface areas, So=2~roL and Sl}=2~rl}L, respectively. 

For a given probe (i.e., fixed r13, ro and L) the membrane resistance depends on Dm(l)m. 
Some data are available in the literature for dialysis membrane permeabilities (Pm) to 
marker solutes, e.g., in references (8) and (11), from which Dm(I)m values can be 
calculated (Dm(I)m=PmArrn). From these values one can often estimate Rrn given 
knowledge of key physical properties, such as molecular weight, shape and charge for 
the chemical species of interest. 

Tissue (Rsxt=Re): For the probe inserted in tissue it is assumed that the surrounding 
tissue is in a normal state and is in intimate contact with the outer surface of the probe. 
Diffusible species can be considered to move along two parallel pathways through the 
tissue: extracellular and transcellular. It is possible to include both pathways in the 
theoretical description. However, for water-soluble solutes the difference in the 
resistance offered by the two pathways is such that, in general, the contribution of the 
transcellular pathway can be neglected (12). The additional assumption that the 
transport processes are linear in the chemical species concentration leads to Appendix 
Eqs.(A4)-(A10), from which the following tissue resistance expression can be obtained 

(Ks/K1)F 
Re = 2/~roLDe~e " (9) 

In the above, Ks and K1 are modified Bessel functions of the second kind with 
dimensionless argument roll-'. Values of the Bessel functions are tabulated in 
handbooks such as ref. (13). The concentration profile penetration depth parameter, F, 
is given by 

I °° F =  x ~ r "  
kep + ke + kc (10) 

The parameters summed within the parentheses in Eq.(10) are first order rate constants 
representing efflux to the microvasculature (k~p), irreversible extracellular metabolism 
(ks), and the effect of irreversible intracellular metabolism (k[) and extracellutar- 
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intracellular exchange (kXi and k&) through the composite rate constant, k~, which is 
given by Appendix Eq.(A10). The choice of Se=2=roL and (Deff~)e as the product of the 
extracellular fluid (ECF) effective diffusion coefficient, De, and volume fraction, ee, leaves 
Are=(Ko/K1)F in Eq.(6). The tortuosity (2,7,12,14) and hindered diffusion effects included 
in De can be represented by De=DdHe/~.e 2, in which He is the fractional reduction in 
diffusion coefficient owing to hindered diffusion and Xe is a relative measure of the 
increase in diffusional path length owing to tortuosity. This expression neglects other 
effects, such as reversible binding. 

For a given probe (i.e., fixed r~, ro and L), the tissue resistance depends on k~p, k r, and 
k~ as well as De~e. Thus, it is not possible to generalize for Re, as it is for Rm, based on 
knowledge of only the species molecular weight, shape and charge. One also requires 
information on the efflux, metabolism and cell membrane transport processes in order to 
estimate Re. It is of interest to note that rate constants for influx and generation do not 
appear in Eq.(10) and, hence, do not affect Re or the relationship between the 
undisturbed extracellular concentration, Ce, and the dialysate concentrations given by 
Eq.(4). According to Appendix Eq.(A8), influx and generation do, however, play a role in 
determining the level of C~. 

Quiescent Medium (Rext=Rq): As a reference against which to compare the tissue 
resistance, it is instructive to examine the external resistance for the probe placed in a 
quiescent dialysate solution (Deff@=Dd) or inert medium (e.g., a gel) in which only 
diffusion occurs. An approximate expression for this situation, as derived in the 
Appendix, is 

] 

Rq - 2~:Dq (~q 2.kf~oL, (11) 

for which (DeffC~)q=Dq(~q, Sq=2EroL and Arq=,J(roL/2) to satisfy Eq.(6). 

WQIl-$tirred Medium (Rext=Rs): The probe transport resistances, Rd and Rm, are 
perhaps best studied under conditions of vanishing external resistance. In a perfectly 
mixed external medium 

Rs = 0. (12) 

Examoles 

In order to utilize the above theoretical framework for tissue studies, it is not sufficient to 
have information on the diffusion coefficients, Dd, Dm and De, the corresponding volume 
fractions, and the probe geometry. According to Eqs.(9-10) one also requires values for 
whichever exchange and metabolism rate constants are relevant for the chemical 
species of interest. Three species will be considered as illustrations. The estimates for 
the rate constants differ widely among the species chosen. Model predictions of two 
types will be examined: (i) the dialysate extraction fraction ("recovery") and its 
dependence on dialysate flow rate (Figure 3), and (ii) the differences among the 
chemical species extracellular concentration profiles in tissue (Figure 4). 

Tritiated Water ([3]H20)" Tritiated water will be presented as a detailed illustrative 
example because the use of microdialysis for sampling [3]H20 from rat brain in vivo has 
been documented in the literature (15). For [3]H20 the metabolism rate constants, ke r and 
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k[, can be neglected in comparison with the high value for the rate constant, k~p, for 
efflux from ECF to plasma. Independent experimental measurements are available for 
the parameter, F, in dog caudate nucleus (12). Setting the diffusion coefficient, De, for 
[3]H20 in ECF equal to the value for diffusion in water (i.e., letting He=~.e=l) leads to a 
value of ~e=0.25 for fitting Eq.(4) to the in vivo data (Figure 3). Reducing the De value to 
account for tortuosity (~.e>l) and hindrance effects (He<l) would yield a higher value for 
~e- This suggests a contribution from transcellular, as well as extracellular, diffusion for 
[3]H20, since the ECF volume fraction obtained for exclusively extracellular solutes tends 
to be smaller (e.g., ~e=0.175 for sucrose from ref. 12). 
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FIG. 3 

Influence of dialysate flow rate (Qd) on microdialysis extraction fraction (Ed) for sampling tritiated 
water with a probe whose accessible membrane length is L=3 mm. The curves are plots of 
theoretical predictions from Eqs.(4-12) based on Dd= 2.1 x l0 -5 cm2/s at 22°C and Dd=3.0xl0 -5 
cm2/s at 37°C from measurernp, gts_0J [3]H20 diffusing in water (16). Three external media are 
simulated: (i) dog caudate, F='~/D.e/kXp=0.062 cm (12) and De=3.0xl 0 -5 cm2/s for •e=0.25 (solid 
curve), (ii) quiescent solution of [3]H20 at 22°C (dashed curve), and (iii) well-mixed solution of 
[3]H20 at 22°C (dotted curve). The points represent data fro.m Alexander et al. (15) obtained in 
the absence of [3]H20 in the dialysate entering the probe (C~=0, Ed="recovery"). Probes were 
placed either in the caudoputamen of Long-Evans hooded rats following an intravenously 
administered dose of [3]H20 (circles), or immersed in a [3]H20 solution at room temperature (20- 
23°C) (squares). The parameters used for the probes were estimated to be: ra=0.125 mm, 
rl3=0.20 mm, ro=0.25 mm, and Dm~m=0.3Dd (11). 
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Solutes: Two solutes to be considered briefly are sucrose and dihydroxyphenylacetic 
acid (DOPAC). Although the detailed models for these two species have not, as yet, 
been validated, they are based on available experimental evidence. The range of 
behavior predicted should be illustrative of that expected, in general, for low molecular 
weight, hydrophilic solutes. Figure 4 shows the steady-state concentration profiles that 
would be developed in the brain as the result of sampling these two solutes and [3]H20 
at a typical dialysate flow rate of ll~l/min. The concentrations in the dialysate annulus 
are indicative of the relative differences in Ed ("recovery") for these three species. 
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Steady-state, spatial concentration profiles in brain on the probe midplane (z=L/2) in the direction 
perpendicular to the probe axis calculated from Appendix Eqs.(A11)-(A13) for dialysate flow rate 
Qd = 1 p.I/min. The ordinate is the ratio of the local concentration to the distant extracellular fluid 
concentration, Ce. Probe membrane values, Dm and ~m, were estimated from measurements 
and molecular weight correlations in ref.(11). For tritiated water ([3]H20) (see Figure 3 caption): 
Dd=3.0xl0 -5 cm2/s, Drnd>m=0.3Dd, De~e=0.25Dd, kXp=0.46 min -1 (12), r c ke=ke=0, and F=0.062 
cm For sucrose: Dd=7.0xl 0 -6 cm2/s and Dm~m=0.2D d (11), De=3.1xl 0 -6 cm2/s and ~e=0.175 
(12), kXp=pS/~e=2.1xl0 3 min "1 (9), kr=k~=0, and F=0.30 cm. For dihydroxyphenylacetic acid 
(DOPAC): Dd=7.4xl0 "6 cm2/s (14), Drn~m=0.2Dd (11), ~e=0.175 (12), De=2.5xl0 -6 cm2/s (14), 
Gi~i=23 nmol/(cm3hr) and C~=5.9 nmol/cm 3 (17) giving keXp+kr+keC=0.37 min -1 and F=0.02 cm, 
assuming keXi=k~=6 min -1 . The probe geometric parameters were estimated to be: rc~=0.125 mm, 
r~=0.20 mm, and ro=0.25 mm, With L chosen to be 3 mm. 
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The present theoretical development can be used to describe microdialysis when the 
probe acts either as a sampling device or as a means for localized delivery of an agent 
from the dialysate to the surrounding medium. The discussion will focus on the former 
application. A number of general observations can be made based on the microdialysis 
predictions for [3]H20 and several low molecular weight, water-soluble solutes 
(acetaminophen and cis-platin, in addition to sucrose and DOPAC). Several of the 
more important points are as follows. 

For the compounds and probe membranes thus far examined Re>>Rrn>>Rd, that is, the 
tissue presents the dominant resistance. This corresponds to the feature illustrated in 
Figure 4 that the majority of the drop between the distant extracellular concentration 
(C~') and the dialysate concentration occurs within the tissue. When t~,he tissue 
resistance is dominant, the choice of dialysis membrane material is relatively 
unimportant. The relative magnitude of Ro and am may be different for higher molecular 
weight solutes because of differences in the molecular weight dependence of the two 
media. For example, the common cellulosic hemodialysis membranes are poorly 
permeable to globular solutes above 10,000 daltons (8,11) in comparison to most tissue 
extracellular spaces. It is conceivable that one might choose a probe membrane so 
restrictive that Rm>>Rs even for low molecular solutes in order to obtain similar 
extraction fractions in vivo and in vitro. However, one would expect that the dialysate 
extraction fraction, Ed, will be much lower than for the current probes. All three 
resistances are additive, and any increase in the total resistance causes Ed to decrease 
according to Eq.(4). In principle, assuming sufficiently sensitive techniques are 
available for assaying low dialysate concentrations, the use of a high resistance probe 
membrane could be an attractive approach to simplifying probe calibration. 

When the Re is dominant and Ed is low, the extracellular concentration can be disturbed 
for a considerable distance from the probe. This important point was demonstrated 
experimentally by Benveniste et al. (7), who determined that calcium ions in the brain 
were depleted over a distance of the order of 1 mm from the probe surface. It is further 
illustrated for three varied substances by theoretical predictions in Figure 4 produced by 
the current theory. The distance to which the concentration profile penetrates into the 
tissue varies with the chemical species and is determined, according to Appendix 
Eq.(A9), by the ratio ['/ro. Despite the relatively high Ed for the the flow rate selected, the 
presence of the probe depresses [3]H20 concentration below 90% of the undisturbed 
value for a distance of about 1 mm from the probe axis (0.75 mm from the probe surface) 
because F/ro=2.5. The ratio F/ro decreases with decreasing diffusivity or increasing 
efflux and metabolism, according to Eq.(10). For the actively metabolized solute, 
DOPAC (F/ro=0.8), the predicted 90% penetration distance is still 0.35 mm. On the other 
hand, the distance could be considerably larger for a species with F/ro>>l, such as a 
nonmetabolized solute of low microvascular permeability. For example, the predicted 
90% penetration distance for sucrose (F/ro=12.0) is greater than 3 mm! The predicted 
distance would be less if diffusion in the axial, as well as radial, direction were included 
in the model. Nevertheless, the distance would be a large fraction of the rat brain 
dimensions. The penetration distance is of importance when one attempts either to 
sample from a small structure or to stimulate a limited portion of a tissue with an agent 
being delivered in the dialysate. 

The considerable variation in extracellular concentration displayed in Figure 4 could 
have significance for the transport characteristics of the affected tissue. If the 
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metabolism and exchange processes are linear in concentration as assumed, then the 
tissue resistance for the substance is unaffected by the spatial variation in its 
concentration. However, it should be remembered that the concentrations of all 
dialyzable substances can be altered in the vicinity of the probe, and among these may 
be modulators of processes involving the substance(s) of interest. One approach to 
checking on the assumptions of linearity and uniformity of Re consists of perfusing the 
probe with solutions containing differing inlet concentrations of the substance being 
studied (18-19). If the assumptions are valid, a plot of c°~t-ci~ against Ci~ should yield 
a straight line of slope -[1-exp(-PS/Qd)] and intercept C~ on the abscissa, according to 
Eq.(4). L0nnroth et al. (18-19) used this approach as a means for experimentally 
determining the undisturbed extracellular concentration, C~, and the absolute value of 
the slope, which they defined to be the "dia.ly~s recovery". The term "recovery" is .more 
usually employed to refer to the ratio, C°~'/C., under the restricted condition of C~=0, 
which applies to the data. in. Figure 3.. Eq. (4) suggests the use of th~.idialysate 
extraction fraction, Ed--(C°~t-C~)/(Ce-C~), as a generalized recovery when - -u  is non- 
zero, as we have done f.or the curves in Figure 3. L0nnroth et al. observed that 
"recovery" was linear in C~ for adenosine (19), but nonlinear at low values of Cic~ for 
glucose (18). 

Although the scheme of L(~nnroth et al. can be used as a check on linearity of tissue 
behavior, dialysate measurements are less than conclusive tests of detailed kinetic 
tissue models of the type constructed in the Appendix. More sensitive tests would be 
provided by the measurement of tissue concentration profiles for comparison with 
theoretical simulations, such as those of Figure 4. Techniques are available for 
concentration profile measurement, e.g., electrochemical probes (7) or autoradiography 
with radioisotope-labeled substances. 

At most flow rates a large difference in extraction fraction (recovery) is predicted 
between the quiescent and well-stirred external media cases (Figure 3). From this it is 
clear that results obtained with a "calibration" bath (15) can be misleading when the 
degree of convective mixing around the probe is uncharacterized. Some investigators 
have employed a gelled external medium to avoid convection (7). Even in the absence 
of convection, the gel will generally yield different extraction fractions than tissue. This 
is due, in part, to differences in volume fraction, hindrance and tortuosity factors 
between the gel and tissue (7). In addition, according to text Eqs.(9-10), microvascular 
exchange and tissue metabolism play an important role in tissue resistance, Re, through 
their effect on the value of F. Hence, even a quiescent "calibration" bath has only limited 
relevance to in vivo probe performance in the absence of a quantitative theory taking all 
of these factors in account. 

Figure 3 does demonstrate that the difference between in vivo and in vitro 
characteristics disappears at dialysate flow rates sufficiently low that the dialysate can 
nearly equilibrate with the tissue. Microdialysis at low flow rates would probably not be 
suitable for many kinetics experiments because of long dialysate collection times. On 
the other hand, near-equilibrium, low flow rate microdialysis might have attractive 
applications, such as in experiments with chronically implanted probes. 

Although plotting Ed against Qd, as in Figure 3, has some usefulness, the same 
information can be presented in a manner that is more amenable to further analysis. 
Data satisfying Eq.(4), when plotted as -tn[1-Ed] against 1/Qd, yield straight lines. The 
slope from such a plot permits direct calculation of the product, PS, defined in Eq.(5). 
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The series resistance model of text Eqs.(2) and (4) could be extended to describe the 
change in behavior resulting from the formation of an abnormal layered structure 
surrounding the probe. Examples might include an edematous layer arising from the 
trauma of probe insertion, or gliosis following chronic implantation. Reduced micro- 
dialysis extraction is often ascribed to alterations in the probe membrane. The model 
offers possible alternative explanations based on properties of the abnormal layer(s), 
such as extracellular diffusion coefficient and volume fraction, extracellular and intra- 
cellular metabolism, and altered microvascular exchange. 

The tissue mass transport resistance expression, Eq.(9), was derived using metabolism 
and exchange models that are linear or zero order in concentration. It is not expected 
that this expression will be quantitatively applicable to all chemical species of interest in 
microdialysis. What is important at this stage of microdialysis development is that Eq.(9) 
does contain descriptions for metabolism and exchange and demonstrates the 
importance of these processes. In addition, our treatment separates the contributions of 
the tissue, membrane and dialysate. Hence, the present analysis is at least qualitatively 
more useful than existing microdialysis theory lacking these factors (7). Furthermore, 
the concept of series and parallel mass transport resistances is general and applicable 
to probes of other geometry (6). As a result, this work has implications at various levels 
for much of the microdialysis currently performed. 
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Aooendix 

The variation in the radial (r) and axial (z) direction (Figures 1 and 2) of the species 
concentration, or activity, within the accessible volume fraction (era) of the membrane is 
Cm[r,z], rl3<r<ro and O<z<L. Likewise, the dialysate concentration in the annulus 
between the membrane and the inner cannula is Cd[r,z], r=<r<rp, the concentration in the 
extracellular fluid (ECF) volume fraction (~e) is Ce[r,z], r>ro, and the concentration in the 
cellular volume fraction (~i) is Ci[r,z], r>ro for 0<z<L. For equilibrium across the 
interfaces, Cd[rl3,Z]=Cm[rl~,Z ] and Cm[ro,z]=Ce[ro,z]. Far from the probe the extracellular 
fluid concentration approaches a uniform level Ce[r-->oo,z]=C:. For continuity of species 
mass flow rate, q, across the inner and outer membrane interfaces, 

q l~Dd(Crn-Cd) = D ¢ ~°~Cm~ 
2~rl~L - (rl~ - -  r~ ) m m L onr ,) at r = r13, (A1) 

and 

q . (o~Cm ~ (°~Cm / 
2~oL - Dm~mL--~- / = De(l) e ~ at r = r  o. (A2) 

In the above Dd, Dm and De are the diffusion coefficients in the dialysate, membrane 
void fraction and ECF, respectively, and the dialysate concentration has been flow- 
averaged across the annulus according to the definition in the Nomenclature section. 
The product ODd expresses the effective diffusion coefficient for the dialysate when the 
axial convective transport effects are taken into account. For negligible diffusion in the 
axial direction, mass balances on differential volumes within ~rn and Se are 
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aC m l a ( ' r D  a C m ~ =  
at = ra-r~, m-~-r  ) 0, (A3) 

and 

_ /r aCe~ krC x x x x = , aC e 1 a De + + 0 at r ar - - ~ - ) -  e e kieCi - keiOe kpeCpA - kepOe (A4) 

in which k~e and keXi are the efflux and uptake rate constants for extracellular-to- 
intracellular exchange, keXp and k~e are the ECF-to-plasma efflux and uptake rate 
constants, k~ is the rate constant for irreversible extracellular metabolism, and CpA is the 
unbound arterial plasma concentration. A useful relationship for ECF uptake is (9,12) 

k~e = (Qb(I)b/Ep, 
L (he) (A5) 

where ¢b is a fractional measure of the distribution volume of the substance in blood, Qb 
is the microvascular blood flow rate per unit volume of tissue, and Ep is the plasma 
extraction fraction in the microvasculature analogous to Ed defined in text Eqs.(4)-(5) 

Ep CpA -Cpv exp - ~PP-~e.s ]. 
- CpA-Ce" = I- [ Ub~bJ (A6) 

In the above, ppeS, is the product of the plasma-ECF microvascular permeability (Ppe) 
multiplied by the microvascular exchange surface area per unit volume of tissue (s), and 
Cpv is the unbound venous plasma concentration. The ECF efflux rate constant, k~p, 
and microvascular permeability, Pep, are related to their uptake counterparts by 
k~p/Pep=k,~'ppe. 

Under the assumption that the transcellular pathway can be neglected in comparison 
with ECF diffusion, a chemical species mass balance on the cellular compartment can 
be written as 

( aC i (I)iL--~J (1)e(k:iCe-kXCi)+(I)i(Gi-k[Ci ) = O, (A7) 

in which intracellular species metabolism has been incorporated as a constant rate of 
species generation, Gi, and an irreversible first order degradation with rate constant, kr. 
Eq.(A4), in combination with Eq.(A7), reduces to the following predictive relationship for 

the undisturbed ECF concentration far from the probe in steady-state 

r c ;  /CoA , = + x (I)i kiX Gi 
LkXp +k r +k r .) (kep +k r + kr)(,e kie + (I),kr) (A8) 

For steady-state with constant diffusion and rate coefficients Eqs.(A4), (A7) and (A8) 
yield 

r o a [ r  a(C. -C~ ' ) ]  f r  o~2(C - C e ) =  0 
r a(r / r  o) ~ ~ l - L r - )  t e (A9) 
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where I" is a characteristic tissue length scale for combined diffusion, reaction and 
permeation given by text Eq.(10), in which k~ is a composite rate constant for 
intracellular degradation 

k r = (I)i kXi kr 
(I)eki x + (~i k[" (A10) 

Eqs.(A1)-(A3) and (A9) can be solved to yield expressions for the concentration profiles 
within the membrane and the ECF. Substitution of the profiles and the first relation for q 
from Eq.(A1 ) into text Eq.(1 ) yields text Eqs.(7)-(9) for Rd, Rm and Re, which can in turn be 
used to simplify the profile expressions to 

"tn(r/r°) ~R + R  ,~)jm , 
C m [ r , z ] -  C~' _ 

C d [ Z ] -  C e Rd+Rm+Re ' (Al l )  

and, 

( Ko[r/F_].~R 
Ce[r,z]_Ce = ~Ko[ro/r] j o 

Cd [ z ] -C ;  Rd +Rm +Ro (A12) 

The axial dialysate profile, C:d[Z], is obtained by integration of text Eqs.(2) and (3) 

Cd[z]-Cd[0] = 1_ exp[. z /L  ] 
c ; -  c- [m +Rm +he) " (A13) 

Quiescent Medium: In a quiescent, inert medium the rate constants in text Eq.(10) 
vanish, the value for the parameter F becomes infinite, Ko[ro/I] becomes zero, and 
Eq.(A12) cannot be employed for describing the external medium concentration profile. 
It would be desirable to reformulate Eq.(A9) to include diffusion in the z direction. The 
solution to the resulting equations would describe the deviations from Eq.(A12) in the 
regions around the two ends of the probe membrane. In the absence of such a 
description we take the simpler, but approximate, approach of representing the probe by 
a sphere of radius {~o possessing the same area, Sq, as the outer membrane surface, 
that is, 

Sq = 4~{~2o = 2= roL. (A14) 

The profile is then found by solution in spherical coordinates of 

(A15) 

which yields for the mass flow rate across Sq 

/C Co/ 
q = Dq ~q Sq = Dq i~q Sq . . 

= (A16) 
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The comparison of Eq.(A16) with text Eqs.(1) and (6), together with Eq.(A14), leads to 
text Eq.(11). 

Nomenclatur~ 

C concentration or activity, various units 
D diffusion coefficient, length2/time 
E extraction fraction, dimensionless 
G species generation rate, mass/(length3.time) 
H fractional reduction in diffusivity owing to hindrance effects, dimensionless 
Kn modified Bessel function of the second kind of order n 
k rate constant, time -1 
L accessible length of membrane, length 
P permeability, length/time 
p microvascular permeability, length/time 
Q volumetric flow rate, length3/time 
q mass flow rate, mass/time 
R mass transport resistance, time/length 3 
r radial distance from probe axis, length 
S surface area, length 2 
s microvascular exchange surface area per unit volume of tissue, length2/length 3 
T characteristic time 
t time 
z distance along probe axis from inlet end of membrane, length 
O coefficient expressing effect of dialysate flow in the axial direction on exchange 

between membrane and dialysate, dimensionless 
F extracellular concentration profile penetration depth parameter, length 

increase in diffusional path length due to tortuosity, dimensionless 
(I) volume fraction or fractional distribution volume, dimensionless 

spherical radial coordinate 

Subscripts and superscripts 

A arterial 
b blood 
c composite effect of intracellular metabolism and extracellular-intracellular 

exchange, Appendix Eq.(A10) 
D pertaining to radial diffusion in the dialysate annulus 
d dialysate 
e extracellular phase 
eft effective value 
ext medium contiguous to the external surface of probe membrane 
i intracellular phase 
in dialysate inlet 
m phase of dialysis membrane through which transport occurs 
o outer surface of probe membrane 
out dialysate outlet 
p blood plasma 
Q pertaining to axial convection in the dialysate annulus 
q quiescent medium (no convective mixing) 
r metabolism 
s well-stirred medium (complete convective mixing) 
x exchange between phases 
oo value far from the probe; undisturbed value 
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Overbar 

Denotes flow-averaging defined as follows for the dialysate concentration in the 
concentric annulus between the inner cannula and the probe membrane 

C,d[Z] = (J'[" 2~rCd[r,z]v[r]dr)/(jr,, 2~rv[r]dr)= (J'[, 2,rCd[r,z]v[r]dr) / Qd- 

The local dialysate velocity, v, varies with radial position and is assumed to be 
everywhere parallel to the probe axis (Figure 2). 
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